Mechanism of revert spacing in a PbCrO4 Liesegang system.
Periodic precipitation of sparingly soluble salts yields parallel Liesegang bands in 1D whose spacings obey either one of two known trends. The overwhelming trend is an increase in spacing as we move away from the junction, while some systems display a decrease in spacing as the bands get further away from the interface. The latter trend is much less common and is known as the revert spacing law. Whereas the direct (normal) spacing law is generally well-understood, the revert spacing trend has not been explicitly and distinctly elucidated. In this paper, we propose a mechanism of revert spacing governed by the adsorption of the diffusing CrO4(2−) ions on the formed PbCrO4 Liesegang bands and carry out a set of experiments that support the suggested scenario. It is shown that this adsorption increases as the band number (n) increases in revert spacing systems, while it decreases as n increases in direct spacing systems. It is concluded that this correlation in opposite directions decisively reveals the role of adsorption in the mechanism. The attraction between the CrO4(2−) and Pb(2+) in the gel causes the bands to form gradually closer and closer. Secondary structure (thinner bands formed within the main ones) obtained under some conditions is discussed in view of the light sensitivity of the chromate ion and the stability of the lead chromate sol.